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Modified Soap Washes Clean in Hard Water
Soap can be modified to

make it wash justas clean in
hard water as in soft water.
As evidnce, a U.S. Depart-
ment of Agriculture (USDA)
scientist showed highly
magnified photographs of
washed fabric.

times with a scanning
electron microscope. Those
of fabric washed in hard
water with ordinary soap
showed heavy deposits of
calcium and magnesium
soap formed on the fibers.
No such deposits were
visible in comparable
micrographs taken of fabric

washed in water of the same
hardness but with soap
containing a chemical called
a lime-soap dispersing
agent. The chemical
prevents curd formation.

The modified soap was
developed in Philadelphia,
Pa., at the Eastern Regional
Research Center of USDA’s

Agricultural Research
Service. Research chemist
Raymond G. Bistline showed
the pictures, while speaking
to members of the American
Oil Chemists’ Society who
were meeting in Mexico
City.Studies on the new soap
were made by Mr. Bistline;
Mrs. Susan M. Jones, who

The pictures were
micrographs magnified 600
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SABLE
EIGHT DAYS OF SAVINGS! This is the big one... Lancaster's greatest sale
...a value-packed two-store event that gets bigger and better every year.
Savings galore for your family, your home, yourself! Don't miss this spec-
tacular event at Watt & Shand ..

. you'll really save money!

OUR GRAND PRIZE! It's the thrilling Pan Am "Sunburst" vacation, an
all-expense-paid trip for two, arranged by Ridgeway Tours. If you
win, you'll depart from New York's JFK International, dining aboard
your Pan Am Jet In two short weeks, you'll experience everything
from the castles and cafes of Spain to the Arabian Nights atmosphere
of North Africa

In Madrid, you'll find an exquisite city with a Royal Palace, sweeping
boulevards, dramatic fountains and plazas Lisbon is a jewel-like
capital, so picturesque with marvelous shopping for such treasures as
Portuguese ceramics and tiles.

In Morocco, you'lJ enjoy an intriguing mixture of beauty and mystery.
Cosmopolitan centers like Casablanca and Marrakech, contrasted with
snow-capped mountains and desert sands.
Everywhere you go,- you'll live luxuriously in first class hotels with
private baths, enjoying delicious meals, sightseeing, night life, many
extras. A cordial Pan Am host will greet you m each city, making sure
your "Sunburst" vacation is truly carefree!
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Portugal and Morocco
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agricultural raw materials
and both safe and
biodegradable, the new soap
may lessen the nation’s
dependence on detergents,
most of which are made
from petroleum and contain
phosphates.

took the pictures; Wilfred R.
Noble and James K. Weil,
under the supervision of Dr.
Warner M. Linfield.

The modification over-
comes the only important
limitation of soap, its
relative inefficiency in hard
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CUm Silence I* Goldenformation. Made from Silence may be golden, butconstantly replenishable many of the speeches lately are

mainly brass!


